Rail Safety and Coordination Issues

Rail Coordination
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Allen Rust
Rail Coordinator
Division of Right of Way and Utilities
Term Agreements
Crossing Rehabs
A+B Flagging Note
Term Agreements

- Executed with 4 of 6 major RRs
  - CSX
  - P&L
  - TTI
  - RJ Corman

- Nearing completion with remaining 2
  - Norfolk Southern
  - Illinois Central
Crossing Rehabs

- Identify any candidates
- Determine desired surface type
  - Asphalt with timber or rubber flanges
  - Concrete
  - Composite
- Work out funding
  - Asphalt requires no state funds
    - Unless asphalt underlayment is desired
  - Other surfaces: pay for upgrade ~$200/ft
  - Usually maintenance funds
A+B Flagging Note

- Pilot program
- KYTC pays RR for flagging
- “B” component as part of the bid
- Tracked by Construction
Questions?

Or Complaints?